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INTRODUCTION TO
SANTA COIN BUSD
PROJECT
Ho, Ho Ho!, This is Santa, and I would
like to tell you that the time
of giving and receiving gifts is upon
us as Christmas approaches.

The Crypto market is starting to
pump again as investors look to grow
their bags for the new year.
Traditionally, Christmas
themed projects have massive
success, some as high as 300x
last year,
and as such, Santa Coin
launches as the next hot token
with the goal to help the
crypto community.
Our goal is to reward our
holders with BUSD returns and
huge Xmas gifts! Santa Coin is
a project not to be missed.
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Our Vision
Our aim is to build a solid
seasonal project that begins
this Xmas 2022 and
continues beyond into next
year in different forms. Our
initial LP lock time is 1 year
which we will extend each
season.
To begin with, we are
focused on delivering a
meme coin were holders
and charities benefit from
the spirit of Xmas with
huge returns in BUSD,
event prizes, giveaways and
much more!
Note: Avoid Anonymous
Teams. What do they want
to hide? We don’t do that.
We at Santa Coin are fully
doxed, with KYC and the
Contract fully Audited!
We will do regular AMA’s
with Open Cam to chat and
support the community.
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Our contract was made by Harry Kedelman, a well
known and respected Developer from:

www.ContractChecker.app .
Our Team is experienced in business and crypto and
have launched successful tokens and businesses in the
past. We have been working on Santa Coin for many
months and are proud at what we will introduce to the
community with this project. Each season we will have
several new features and aim to be the first Seasonal
Token to be listed on a cex, the first of its kind. We will
also list on CMC and CG early!
We have a very useful burning mechanism, which means
each season there will be less tokens in circulation,
increasing the value of everyone’s holdings!
Our community will be rewarded with regular prizes,
giveaways and competitions, some that are life
changing. Investors, small and large, will have the
opportunity for incredible returns. And finally, we aim
to have fun in the community, something which is
missing in most crypto groups. So come join the ride on
Santa’s reindeer sleigh and immerse yourself in the
Xmas spirit of celebration. Invest only what you can
afford, and prepare yourself for being part of the
greatest and most rewarding Xmas token yet!
Hurry, Xmas is almost here.
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Tax for Buys and Sells: only
10%
* 5% Auto BUSD Reflections
* 1% AutoBurn
* 1% AutoLP
* 2% Marketing
* 1% Charity
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MARKETING
2% of every transaction
acts as a catalyst
to grow the project to
new investors

CHARITY
Keeping with the idea of
Santa giving people gifts,
1% of all transactions will be
used for community chosen
charities.
We will also be giving gifts to
our loyal holders.
We will record, post and
update our website
with the all the activity we do
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ROADMAP 2022 AND
BEYOND
PHASE 1:
* Website launch
* Open Telegram groups
* Socials open
* Marketing campaign
* Meme contest with prizes from Santa

PHASE 2:
* AMA Lounges, big calls!
* Telegram chats
* Meet the Team, Inhouse AMA.
* Influencer marketing
* Pinksale Presale

PHASE 3:
* Official Launch
* Christmas Advent Calendar
* Application for CMC
* Application for CG
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PHASE 4:
* Mini game with prizes
* BIG prizes to the Community on 25th
December
* Next phase of Marketing
* Donations to Community chosen Charities
* Details about evolving the Project for the
New Year

PHASE 5:
* Social Updates of incoming events
and releases
* Limited Edition Christmas NFT
collection!
* New Features
* Upload to social media our results
* Keep improving
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COIN DISTRIBUTION
Private
Sell
4%
Oct. 2023
Santa Coin
Burn
25%

Previous
Project
Holders
Allocation
2%
Lp
11%

Will be
burned
2%

Cex Listing
10%

Lp Safeguard,
Will be added
back to LP
2%

Team Tokens
After Xmas
10%

Presale
24%

Charity After
Xmas
5%
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Hard
Marketing
5%

MEET THE
TEAM

Enrique
John

CEO

Harry
CONTRACT DEV

CTO

Camila

Diego

ART DIRECTOR

WEB DEV

Rasheed

Hafeez

ADMIN/MARKETING ADMIN/MARKETING
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DISCLAMER
SantaCoin, including but not limited to the overall project,
token, website, smart contracts and any apps, as presented
in this paper, is not a licensed, unlicensed, or exempted
financial or payment service of any kind and in any
jurisdiction. Any terminology in this whitepaper, on the
website or in any app, is intended as a basic reference only,
without any effective or legal meaning of the same terms
in a regulated and/or financial environment. SantaCoin is a
decentralised and community driven project and does not
have owners, shareholders, promoters, marketers,
managers, directors or other figures or entities exerting
any form of governance

The SantaCoin smart contracts are open source, security
audited, permanent and non-modifiable in any way. The
SantaCoin token ($Santa) is strictly a utility token in all
jurisdictions and is not and cannot be considered to be a
“security” or otherwise regulated token of any kind. The
user hereby acknowledges and accepts that there is an
inherent risk in accessing, acquiring using any kind of
blockchain and or crypto system, token, platform,
software or interface, and further disavows any claim of
any kind against any community member directly or
indirectly involved with SantaCoin, for any damage may
be suffered.
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THANK YOU!
Join us on our social media

www.santacoinbusd.com
twitter.com/santacoinbusd

@santacoinbusd

t.me/santacoinbusd

SantaCoinBusd
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